
KLUB 
Rehearsal script 1995 
Spencer Hazel 
NOTE ON THIS TEXT: This is a version of the script as it was used during the devising stages in 1995.  

The different component sections that make up the whole were designated as tracks rather than 
scenes (and the script a text for performance rather than a play). This choice was made for the 
practical reason of encouraging the collaborators to feel less restricted in suggesting alternative ways 
to structure what happens in the performance, and how the different components (for example, text 
tracks, physical sequences, music, lighting) were ordered or combined (mixed and sequenced). The 
order of the track-listing is as such not fixed. It is for each production to order and edit the writings 
according to their specific needs and choices. This was introduced to try to circumvent the 
hierarchical power-structures conventionally associated with theatre, in order to allow for the company 
to take greater shared ownership of the performed product. With the production having club culture 
as its theme, and the sense of shared community being a central quality of the cultural scene we were 
describing, it felt important to allow for this to feature in the devising process also. The script was then 
also initially brought to the rehearsal space with much of the text yet unassigned to the different 
performers. The lines were then distributed between performers as part of the devising process. 

Attempting to represent the club experience in theatrical form required a consideration of what the 
particular new aesthetic features were that so excited clubbing community. Several structural features 
could be found in the way much of the music associated with clubbing played with form. Traditional 
pop song structures were being subverted, both in the way separate compositions were being mixed 
together into something new, as well as sequentially, where expected progressions within the music 
track structures could be held back, postponed, or rejected entirely. This was incredibly fresh and 
exciting. Furthermore, the traditional production hierarchies, which afforded singers and songwriters 
prime billing, were being turned on their head, with producers becoming household names, or even 
just the DJs who played the music, without having had any hand in the production of the original 
tracks. KLUB sought to find some equivalence in its form as a theatre experience. 

A number of other characteristics from the club culture scene were also represented in the form 
pursued here. The emphasis within clubbing on the person at her or his most basic, stripped of the 
identity constructs which receive so much lip-service in the world outside, is instantiated through the 
performers being asked to perform under their own names. This design feature sought to heighten the 
personal connection between performer and audience member, encouraging the public to view the 
performers as who they are, rather than through the prism of a set of fictional characters. As a 
theatrical convention, this draws on non-naturalistic performance types such as contemporary dance, 
stand-up and live music, where the performance is not mediated through a greasy film of 
characterisation and narrative fiction (and done so much more effectively by theatre’s arch rivals 
television and cinema). This heightens the immediacy of the theatre space, where an audience can be 
co-present with the performers, in real time, in a shared room, breathing the same air as the 
performers. 

In addition, with the demographic of the performers matching the natural demographic of the clubbing 
community, the device further acted as an ‘authenticating convention’ (after Burns, 1972), where the 
performers could be taken to be representing their own social groups, rather than groups at one step 
removed. Note: Although in the script below, the lines have been assigned to the performers who 
were part of the show during this period, the names subsequently changed as performers came and 
went over the subsequent tours.  
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TRACK  Intro 

(PRE-RECORDED with music & physical scene St Sc Sp; Ennio Morricone - The Ecstasy Of Gold; Cross 
fade to muffled bass beat) 

SPENCER (prerecorded):	  

outside this space this space where we all meet in union vow and password codes 
inscrutable modes of wink and nudge and pushing through the elbowed palms backed 
hands across a pheromone floor with brush of nipple and prod of cock cold cooling in 
pints of finger clutch lest drop and shatter and soak blistered soles fresh from spree and 
spray dew bold flesh stockinged legs and jeans 

where sweat copulates with sweat and bathes in juice and pass the bottle as greeting 
embrace or dive and swim in smile and grin and tug of index pat of arse kiss of neck 
touch of tit and eyes pierce rings pierce studs pierce virgins with thoughts rushing pulse 
rushing piss rushing forward downward  upward throughward bloodward she would he 
would will shall must won't went gone and onto the next  

this space this space where pout competes with tongue and grin to crack what ice 
what eyes halt cold the hunter in his tracks in her tracks  

in flight what arrows what shafts of light deflower rising smoke and damp slice the 
temperature treacle-thick splice this atom this thumping nucleus this pumping organ 
with surgical precision  

strike out and up and punch this blind drunken throb this come this coming this lift this 
launching pad this mad fad surging between these walls dripping  

for outside this space this space where baby doll and virgin whore watch tarzan wolf 
tarzan down and jane cling to jane in first first peck in first tongue in tongue in cheek in 
swallow in defiant question  

where baby doll his arm wrapped 'round a stranger his mouth wrapping gum 'round 
slurred facts wisdoms stories blags lies both true and false  

where baby doll her arm wrapped 'round her back her stranger wrapping her space in 
cellophane dance in droning suffocating eating drinking gulping drowning gasping slips 
out and off and grasping air and clasping beat exorcises what bad spirits would haunt 
pollute her virgin corridor  

swept up by thud thud thud and break and pull and toss and turn and ebb and flow this 
space this space where spell and bliss are cast as twinkle dust dabbed from pouch in 
nook and cranny or perhaps between friends or perhaps between brothers sisters  

sherbet dipped fingers lick this trip and fumble snort this sugar crumble burn an airway 
inner wall down through their Jericho horns for inside that space such space to breathe 
and meet ones gods and dance one's death and past and present future now where 
everywhere is lost and here is found here and this and in this and I am me here this now 
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and in your palms hold the pounding of your heart and bleeding and on your tongue 
hold the rhythm of your pulse and sweating and in your heart hear the laughing of your 
touch and crying  

through dilated saucers this black hole swirling through you're spinning spun deep weaving in 
and out brimming dream waving up and down unlike anything spoken anything heard what 
words describe that space this space this pace this silence this depth of loss this height of 
loss this loss of matter this freeing thawing spiking release this trance dance where no 
one speaks this mass belonging this belonging this belonging 

TRACK  Opening (Physical)  

St Sc Sp Ko Ca Lu. Music: Breakbeat 

TRACK   PHOTOGRAPHS 

(With recorded voiceover of Korina aged 4 mixed with music: Giovanni Girolamo Kapsburger Toccata 
Arpeggiata for lute)  

KORINA    	 When I was little I used to climb this tree at the bottom of our garden. There was this branch 
near the top, well I say it was near the top but it was probably only halfway, if that. But that's 
where I'd always perch myself. It was really dangerous. Anyway, if no one was around I'd 
pretend I could talk to the birds and make them fly back and forward between the tree and the 
house and plant nice thoughts in my parents minds. And that's what made my parents such a 
happy couple, me secretly planting happy thoughts in their minds. Then one day they came 
out into the garden and they were obviously upset and my dad was talking in a hushed voice 
and he was saying about how it had gone too far for too long and my mum was never to see 
my new uncle George, new uncle George was a friend of the family, never to see him again. 
Then dad went back to the kitchen to finish off the dishes. And mum just stood there. Leaning 
against the tree below. It was the first time I'd seen her smoke a cigarette. 

SCOTT   	 The biggest hiding I ever got was when I was twelve and we'd just got our first video, a 
betamax. And my dad had come home one day and I'd taped over the European cup final. And 
I'll never forget the colour of his face as he sat there for five minutes watching this episode of 
Grange Hill. 

KORINA  	 I was in that. 

SPENCER  	 I know. 

SCOTT       	 Then he calmly got up and he went upstairs and fished this stack of page threes from my 
scalextric box, he knew exactly where to find them mind. And he showed them my mum. And 
then he absolutely belted me, absolutely belted me. And then me and him just sat there on our 
settee, side by side, tears streaming down our faces. And we watched the rest of Grange Hill. 
Ajax beat Marseille 2-1 by the way. 

SPENCER   	 I remember just waking up one morning and my gran came in, I was staying at my gran's at 
the time, and she flung open the curtains and said: 

LUCY	 Get up, Spencer, your dad's dead. 
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SPENCER   	 And she walked out. It was so surreal. It was true. But just so surreal. 

LUCY	 I was only 14 when I had my first. When she was four she was sitting in the room playing with 
her..aw, I can't remember..she was playing with something, anyway, ah, that's right it was her 
brother's fire engine. And she asks: 

CARINA     	 Mum, will I have a job when I grow up? 

LUCY	 And I says of course you will, if you want one. And then she says: 

CARINA    	 Will you? 

LUCY	 When I grow up? I says, she says. 

CARINA     	 Aye. 

LUCY	 An' I says well I don't know. An' she says: 

CARINA & LUCY		 Well you've got to have one before me. 

STEVE & LUCY  She was so sharp as a wee kid, could outdo anyone.	  

CARINA     	 We once borrowed the neighbours' car for the weekend. This is just after the adoption. Went 
to some place near the sea. And I was strapped into the back. They had this makeshift seatbelt 
in the back for kids. Of course, picnic bag perched next to me here so I start plundering the 
chocolate compartment, they're having this massive barny about god knows what so they don't 
notice a thing. So a few windy roads later before you can say all because the lady loves I've 
spewed the lot of it over the back of the car. Chocolate spread everywhere. Dad screeches to 
a halt and it’s: 

SPENCER   	 Dirty little bitch! 

CARINA    	 this, and: 

LUCY	 Greedy sod! 

CARINA    	  that. And 'how could you do this to us' and all that. They didn't have one single fall out for the 
rest of the trip. First thing I understood about the face of adversity. 

STEVE      	  I have to give it to my folks, they were always unflinching in their encouragement for me to go 
further and make something of myself. But one day I gets back from my first term at college and 
we're sitting round the kitchen table listening to radio 1 and my mum pours me a cup of coffee 
and asks: 

KORINA    	 Milk? 

STEVE       	 (after silence) And I say have you got any cream instead. (Pause) And my dad reaches over, 
takes the jug of milk and tosses it in my face. He said “You dare acting above yer class, lad, 

STEVE & SCOTT		 and ye've no place in this house.” 
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STEVE       	 My sister can have cream in 'er coffee. She could have caviar. Not 'cos she's a girl. No, it's 
'cos she works at Safeway. 

TRACK  Outside this space II 

SPENCER   	 outside this space there's noise not music blandness not beauty 

SCOTT & KORINA       Outside this space is Simon Bates 

LUCY	 Global warming                   

SPENCER   	 Outside this space 

SP/CARINA	 Lives BNP 

STEVE	 Repossession                 

CARINA	 Reader's Digest              

CA/KO	 Ironed jeans                

SCOTT	 Scott enquiries                

ALL	 	 RSC 

STEVE        	 Chatlining computer nerdy slimfast poptart Europhobes 

ALL	 	 Back to basics 

LUCY	 Imperial leather                     

SPENCER   	 Winston Churchill 

STEVE       	 Winston Churchill Jr 

LUCY	 	 Carol Churchill 

SCOTT       	 Any bloody Churchill 

ALL	 	 Tie dye t-shirts  

	 	 (All stop and agree) 

SCOTT       	 Benefit fascists 

LUCY	 Stag night antics                     

CA/SP	 Mastermind                  

ALL	 Michael Howard's smile. Urghhh.                       

LUCY	 Outside this space is middle England                    
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TRACK  RUTWORLD (physical)  

Music: Nine Inch Nails - Closer (Precursor); Repetitive, mechanical movement. Everyday boredom. 
Improvised text taken from recipes, instruction leaflets, benefit directions, weather forecasts etc. 

TRACK   NEVER THE SAME 

SCOTT       	 You'd still drink Tetley if it came in a bottle with a slice of lemon. 

STEVE       	 I still drink Tetley, Scott. 

SCOTT       	 I don't mean tea. 

SCOTT & SPENCER     You used to queue for Hudderfield Town FC 

SCOTT & LUCY    And not stick out like a ponse. 

STEVE       	 And you used to have your sights set on being a bigger fish than a Granada walk-on. 

KA/CO/LU	 There's nothing wrong with Coronation Street, Steve.           

STEVE	 You had a future.                  

SCOTT	 We all had a future.                 

LUCY    	 I had a sprogget.                

	 (All nod to each other in agreement) 

KA/CO	 Wouldn't say.                  

KARINA	 Kept your figure.                

CORINA	 It's better than mine.              

ALL (-CO)	 You're just obsessed.            

CARINA	 I haven't been well.               

SP/LU	 You never come out.                  

CARINA	 I'm ill.               

LU/KO	 You make yourself ill.                  

CARINA	 I make myself more like you.               

KORINA	 And what kind of life have I got?              
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SCOTT	 You've been on the box.                

KORINA	 Oh, for heavens sake, I did some kiddies t.v.              

SC/SP	 You were very good.                 

	 (All nod to each other in agreement) 

ALL (-KO)	 I'd like to be on telly.            

LUCY	 A household name.                   

STEVE	 A brand name.                 

SP/CA	 A copyright even.                 

KORINA	 It messed me up.             

CARINA	 Everybody loves you.              

KORINA	 Nobody knows me.             

SP/SC	 Everybody knows you.                

KORINA	 That's exactly what I mean.             

SPENCER	 I could do with half your admirers.         

LUCY	 You've got Kate.                 

(All nod to each other in agreement) 

ALL (-SP)	 Kate's not here.            

SPENCER	 Of course she's not here.         

ALL	 You've changed. You're not the same person. You used to be.                     

SC/SP	 You used to queue for Huddersfield.               

LU/KO	 Would eat anything.                

STEVE	 We used to be able to talk.               

ST/CA/LU	 You were my bestest friend.          

SP/KO/CA	 In the widest world. (Carina in Spanish)         

SPENCER	 What do you mean?         

ALL	 Kate's not here?                    

SPENCER	 What do you mean         
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SC/SP/KO	 Tetley         

STEVE	 Not tea?              

ALL(-ST)	 You go too fast.            

ALL(-SC)	 You go too slow.            

ALL(-LU)	 You're always pregnant.            

CARINA	 (In Spanish) I can't come out.            

ALL(-SP)	 Try sobering up.            

ALL(-KO)	 Try growing up.           

ALL	 You're not the same person you used to be.                   

TRACK     LOVE BENCH 1 Physical.  

Music: Everything But The Girl. On stage tape recorder. 

TRACK  Doug 

LUCY (at microphone)   The worst thing about doing this is that my bairns have to stay at their granny's. Wee 
Laura, she's brill, you should see 'er, really shot up. Her daddy just left me for a house an' two 
kids. Victoria. She's got a bob, for Godsake, thanks Doug. I met a student last week who was 
quite turned on by the fact that I was a single mother. Something risque about it, these days. 
Wondered if he'd be able to fit his hand up me. I told 'im he could fit it up hisself. Students hey? 
I did try to talk to 'im about politics, you know? Now Doug on the other hand, .if you're out there 
Doug, if you're out there tonight I piss on you, you twat. An' don't you dare try to see wee 
Laura, I'll friggin' break your balls. I did some time a while back, haven't we all? Drugs you 
know, not even my own. Anyway inside I used to write some poems, you know. Really crap, 
you know? But the bastard took them with 'im. I mean I'd sooner have burned them than let 
him have them. You see, I don't own anything. I shouldn't even be doin' this. I could lose the 
baby. 

SFX Phone rings twice, Answerphone. 

KATE (prerecorded)	 Hi this is Kate and Spencer. We can't come to the phone right now but if you'd like 
to leave a message you can do so after the tone. Here it comes, (sfx Beep) 

LUCY	 	Hi, honeys. Look, I'm in the middle of a show right now so I'm keepin' it short. I'll pick you 
up later on so to miss the queues, right. Spence, can you get me a few tabs? Thanks. Hope 
you're well, I'll speak to you... 

	 (LUCY suddenly stops and feels her crotch) 

Aw, fuck. I'm bleeding again! 
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TRACK  GETTING READY PHYSICAL  

TRACK  GETTING READY II 

LUCY	 Steaming my pears and peaches in body shop bubbly, two cucumber slices, apricot face                  
pack, cocktail cherry toenails drying on the shelf, banana shaped soap resting in my lap. The 
whole Del monte, this fruit salad aperatif could knock the socks off any man course. Waiting for 
the phone to..	 	      

KO/LU	 How're you doin'?                 

KORINA	 I'm doing my nails.               

LUCY	 I'm doing my legs.                   

KORINA	 Carina's in the bathroom.              

LUCY	 The brats are at their gran's.                  

KORINA	 She's been there two hours.              

LUCY	 Not coming back till Sunday.                  

KORINA	 And I need to piss.              

LUCY	 Absolute bliss.                  

KORINA	 Don't know what she's up to.              

LUCY	 I think she's taking them for chips.                  

KO/LU	 Have you done your hair yet?                 

LUCY	 Did you speak to Spence?                  

KORINA	 Sure did.              

SPENCER	 I'm seeing Santa, so if you want one.          

LUCY	 Hohoho.                   

KORINA	 Get me a gram.              

SPENCER	 A gram.           

LUCY	 You'll end up looking like Rudolph.                  

KORINA	 No, I won't.              
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SPENCER	 You never take that much.           

LUCY	 That's true.                  

KORINA	 I can always make friends.              

LUCY	 Speaking of which, are you feeling dirty?                  

KORINA	 Why?              

LUCY	 Let's go sluttish tonight.                  

KORINA	 You always go sluttish.              

LUCY	 Ee, I know, I'm terrible. (Giggles)                 

SPENCER	 Right, the plan is night.          

ST/SC -	 Right.            

SPENCER	 We do the Cricks and the White Rose, right?          

ST/SC	 Right.                   

SPENCER	 Sniff out the fox. Lay a few snares. Put a few birdies.          

SCOTT	 Synchronize our watchdogs.                

STEVE	 Got that, Scott?                

SCOTT	 Check.               

ST/SC	 Check.                 

SPENCER	 You taking the piss?           

ST/SC	 Outflank the lads, slip through the fishnets, get the puppies in a pincer move.                

SPENCER	 I were only expressing myself.         

ST/SC	 Haroonga! Heheheheheh.                

LUCY	 Oh my God, the soaps gone missing.                 

	 (KORINA laughs loudly) 

ST/SC/SP	 Girls hey? Who's left bleeding hairdye in the bath?!          

LUCY	 There's nothing wrong with a wee fondle to put you in the mood.                
	 Speaking of which, Andy's DJ-ing tonight.                        

KORINA	 He's lush.             
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LU/KO	 Oh, Andy DJ.                

BOYS	 Oh, Andy DJ.                 

LUCY	 And you can back off.                 

KORINA	 You've already had one immaculate conception this year.             

LUCY	 Oh God, it hasn't started showing yet, has it? I'll have to change.                

KO/SC        	 It hasn't started showing.      

LUCY	 I'll change anyway.                   

KORINA     	 I'm going to piss myself if Carina doesn't hurry up.       

LUCY        	 Is she puking again?        

ST/SP	 I couldn't live with that.                 

LUCY	 Nor me, it's disgustin’.                

SCOTT	 Leave off, you'll only make it worse.              

STEVE	 She's cute actually,               

SCOTT	 Good little pins.              

SPENCER	 Yeah, legs.         

KORINA	 It's not that smelly actually.             

SC/ST	 Enormous... yeah.               

LUCY	 Aw, I've buggered my tights.                 

BOYS	 Girls hey? Who left their bleeding nailvarnish on the sofa?!                

STEVE	 If you speak to Lucy.               

LU/SP	 Scott.               

KORINA	 Carina!            

SCOTT	 Spence.              

KORINA	 I'm gonna have to find a sink!              

ALL	 Get them to phone me!!                     
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TRACK   MOBILE PHONES 

(STEVE & LUCY on stage, facing one another, each holding a mobile phone. Conversation seems to be 
relayed through PA. Halfway through conversation they put mobile phones down, and prerecorded 
conversation carries on. They go into direct physical sequence) 

STEVE	 Lucy?                    

LUCY	 Spence?                   

STEVE	 No, it's Steven.                 

LUCY	 Hi, poppet?                  

STEVE	 Hello, sweetpea.                

LUCY	 How's it goin'?                  

STEVE	 I've been trying to get hold of you.                 

LUCY	 What're you up to?                  

STEVE	 I'm doing a show.                 

LUCY	 Sony, I've been switched off.                 

STEVE	 You screening again?                

LUCY	 No, just recharging.                  

STEVE	 Did you get my message?                

LUCY	 It'll still be in storage.                  

STEVE	 You coming out then?                 

LUCY	 When?                       

STEVE       	 Laters. 

LUCY	 I'll have to pick up some clothes.                   

STEVE	 Why, what are you wearing?                 

LUCY	 (Describes costume) You?                  

STEVE	 Jock-strap.                

LUCY	 You're kidding.                   

STEVE	 No, I ain't.                 
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LUCY	 Oo, I'm getting all flustered.                  

STEVE	 That's what I thought.                   

LUCY	 You've got a bit of a tan.                  

STEVE	 So have you. What's that perfume, mama?                 

LUCY	 Oestrgen.                   

STEVE	 Suits you.                 

LUCY	 Very old and classy.                   

STEVE	 So is Barbara Cartland.                 

LUCY	 Hark, Herbert Halitosis.                  

STEVE	 And Hark Hilda Hairdo. You need a clipping. You're looking like a girl.                  

LUCY	 You should talk, you cheeky sod.                   

STEVE	 Shurrup will ye? I've just had it done.                 

LUCY	 Has yer mum done it before, then?                   

STEVE	 Oo, you're a bitch.                 

LUCY	 Kiss me better.                  

STEVE	 You wish.                 

LUCY	 Kiss me here and now, Steven Hoggett or I'll scream blue murder!                   

	 (She screams. STEVE makes kissing sounds.) 

LUCY	 That's better. And there.                 

STEVE	 Where?                 

LUCY	 There.                   

	 (More kissing sounds. Reception distorts.) 

LUCY	 	 Reception's not very good. 

STEVE	 I'm losing you.                 

LUCY	 You're turning black and white.                 

STEVE	 Are you still there?                

LUCY	 Steve?                   
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STEVE	 Are you still there?                

LUCY	 Steve, can you hear me?                 

	 (Mass distortion. Both carry on physical sequence throughout next track)                          

TRACK  Generation (wh)y 

SCOTT	 (mic.)	 the first unknown quantity 
of additive and addictive 
internet paging mc2 exaltation 
I've seen generation E 
brought up to face extinction 
exposed to exocet and expiry 
it has generation aids 
counter-existentialist in social x-ray 
it takes exception to excuse and expletive 
it is generation pc 
an excess, expendable and excluded age 
excommunicated in acts and bills 
expurgated from free expression 
this ex-directory generation of the exchequer 
is allowed to be categorized 
by exam excellence only 
expatriate not through choice 
its exile of exhibitionist pastel 
x-rated x-factored exposed exploited 
explicit 
generation baby doll 
having exhumed and exhausted 
what went before as 
generation of retro past 
exchanges exclusive, experience and expose 
as generation dollar 
when all that was fixed has broken its moorings 
and ideas we thought right have broken their promise 
the promises made have broken their vows 
and everything certain now fills us with screaming doubt 
is it right that only questions should remain? 
a generation (wh)y? 
after generation x 
we are an ex-generation 
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TRACK  LABEL SCENE (Physical)  

Labelled t-shirts:  
BABY DOGG EMBRYO DOLL  

FOR HIGHER 

POTENTIAL RAPIST POTENTIAL VICTIM  

PUSSY DENTATA  

5’-9” 

ONE SIZE FITS ALL  

MELON MELON  

MAN'S MAN 

PHALLUS WIELDER  

PHALLUS SHIELDER 

TRACK CARINA’S BULIMIA SCENE              

LUCY	 Aw, leaving that place is always such a weight off my shoulders.                  

CARINA	 Must be a relief to get away from the monsters* now and then.              

LUCY	 *Aye, it is. Well, its not them **, I love them to bits.                  

KORINA	 **I know. But they can be a bit of a handful.             

LUCY	 They're a bit much at times. Ye're right there.                  

KORINA	 How's the fiat?              

LUCY	 The mould seems to be taking up more room than the furniture these days.                   

KORINA	 Does it feel empty, with him not around anymore?             

LUCY	 Seems to have become my entire existence. That's why it's good to                 

LU/KO	 get out now and then.                

LUCY	 He used to just weigh me down.                 

KORINA	 I feel the same about my place.             

LUCY	 Your house is great. * You've got lovely things.                    

KORINA     	 *No it's not. Dead weight I've spent a lifetime accumulating. Independence, mortgage, a 
microwave,.. 

LUCY	 A man.                     

KORINA	 I should be so lucky.              

LUCY	 I think I o.d.'d on that one.                  
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KORINA	 At least you got the fun bits.              

LUCY	 I got the hangovers, ye mean.                  

KORINA     	 I never got the chance for them. Went from featherweight to heavyweight in one go. One 
minute I was skipping down the garden path, next I was skipping Latin to do some teenie bop 
television. 

LUCY	 It must've given you a buzz.                   

KORINA     	 I got to drink lots of cappuccinos if that's what you mean. I would have swapped with anyone. 

LUCY	 You wouldn't have swapped with me.                  

KORINA	 I bloody would.              

LUCY	 Lay off. You only think that 'cos you can afford to.                  

KORINA	 There's nothing wrong with leading a normal life.              

LUCY	 There's nothing great about it either. We don't really eat cake and wear our hair in ringlets, you                  
know. At least not on our estate, they don't. *You and your college friends have some bloody 
weird ideas.. 

KORINA     	 *I'm not saying that. Well, that never did me any good. 

LUCY	 It's something I'm really jealous of.                   

KORINA    	 Lucy, the happiest I am is being auntie to your baims. Or cuddling up to some or other stranger 
with a mug of instant and a box of chocolate in front of the telly.The rest is sham. It's candy 
floss. 

LUCY	 But I'm so hungry for it.                  

KORINA	 And I've lost my appetite completely.              

LUCY	 I want to take in the world.                  

KORINA	 You'd only want to run away from it.              

LUCY	 I want to travel.                  

KORINA	 You'd be homesick              

LUCY	 Stop trying to tell me..                  

KORINA	 I'm not trying to tell you..              

LUCY	 You are! Korina, when was the last time you lay huddled in the corner of your precious jade                  
bathroom. Trying not to spit blood on your matching towel set. Putting your face back together 
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under the tap, or plastering over the signs with your Estee Lauder cover-all. You've never gone 
hungry. Or hid in a skip. You never have to adjust your clothes according to today's bruises. 

KORINA    	 And no one ever tried to wash them away either. 

LUCY	 Aye, well I do miss that I suppose.                   

CARINA     	 What? 

LUCY        	 Cuddling up to him on the sofa, with a mug of instant and a box of chockies. 

LUCY	 Watching you on the telly.                   

KORINA    	 Watching me on the telly. 

TRACK  LOVE BENCH II (Physical) 

TRACK  FIST 

	 Steve at mic, putting on suit 

STEVE        	 Do you ever wonder how the other half lives? I always wondered what it was like to be a 
southener. Be a have rather than a have-not. To call myself true blue in a tweed jacket, 
downing g&t's after brunch at Keith's Wine Bar, spitting KP pistachios at my cellnet handpiece. 
My hand scratching pound signs on the knee of my secretary. Then suddenly...you're there and 
it's time to start getting your own back. In a perverted society, there's such an obsenity 
surrounding good stock. The strut of the well bred filly. The flippancy with which they handle 
paper money. The cut of their aristocratic cheekbone against a dark background. And the 
sound of them choking....on particular words and phrases. I'd go as far to say the taking of the 
master's daughter is like the beating of the master's dog. This is the woman winch delights me. 

KORINA     (In background) Steven! Come and get me! 

STEVE       	  Aw, the loss of stature as she stands there, nervous, reduced to everywoman, with nothing 
more than her Harvey Nichols choker to hide her exposure. In the middle of this cheap hotel 
room, looking all 'go on then what are you looking at', I can sometimes leave them. Such 
power. To be able to send them away. 

KORINA    	 Steven! I'm phoning room service! Do you want anything? 

STEVE        	 What I want is to crease the paper. I want to smudge the ink. I want to mess the sheets. You 
see it's the smoothness of her skin, not a workers' blemish in sight. So fresh from public school 
you can smell the talc. This is the arena where the odds are stacked in my favour. Plying her 
highness with too much cider, then making a point of rubbing her neck as she kneels in the 
bathroom and puts her head down the toilet. The pleasure is not in the touch. It's in finding a 
fistful of the goose's golden eggs within my reach. Within my reach the plucking out of her 
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womanhood. To end her line. It's in smoking a roly on the edge of the bath. As she tries to 
wash off the chipfat I've just massaged into her. 

KORINA    	 Do you want milk or cream? Steven! Milk or cream? 

STEVEN    	  (Taking off his belt) The blood I draw is not perversion. It's history. Centuries of it. Have you 
ever wondered what Diana tastes like. What sounds she grunts. Whether she bruises easily. 
Public property does what public property is. 

KORINA   	 I'm coming to get you. 

STEVE       	 Somewhere at this very moment another Lady Chatterley will be making her way home to 
Kensington, to wash this bit of rough out of her hair. A cold draught will remind her what she's 
had. Shaven. Raw. Burnt. Bewildered. Soiled. Her ragged knees tell-taling beneath her at 
beggar level. Anyone for tennis? 

(Switches on tv with remote control) 

TRACK 20  JOB 

 Scott in light of tv 

SCOTT       	 I've travelled. I guess you could say I've travelled widely. America. Most of Europe. There are 
actually very few countries I haven't been to, I was looking the other day. Mali is one of them. I 
haven't been to Mali. And I keep missing North Korea. Some are just boring, like Bosnia. Some 
though...don't stop amazing you. The different accents when they speak English, the different 
cars, the different girls. The touch of linen against your skin when you're in the south. I have this 
awful habit of mrning up when my hosts are being hit by some natural disaster. Or war 
breaking out. Or the women being slaughtered. It's so exciting, arousing even. You'd almost 
think it was my doing. But it's me tending their wounding, pointing the finger. Someone has to 
sort them out. 

STEVE & SPENCER      You haven't got a job then? 

SCOTT       	 Will you stop nagging me! You're always nagging me!! Nag nag nag yap yap yap!! As if you've 
got a life. What kind of life have you got then?! Do you enjoy drinking your tea and driving your 
dinky-mobile around Tesco's at your poxy 40 miles an hour?! Have you ever done 100? Ever 
driven a flash set of wheels at 100 miles an hour through the back streets of Amsterdam?! 
Well I have. How many, let me ask you this, how many women have you loved? Eh? How 
many thighs have you caressed? Has your tongue been anywhere near Lesley Asher's 
tonsils?! Of course, 1 bet you've played rugby for Wales or football for Brazil. I bet you've put 
more criminals away than the whole London Met police force. I bet you've clung to the side of 
a train and fought off the nazis. Cooked 

the best french cuisine and tasted the best Chardonnay. I can be Sean Connery if and when I 
want to. I can be loved if and when I want to. I can be a hero, 1 can be rich, young, old, 
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medieval, in Sigourney Weaver's pants, out of my head on adrenaline. I can have a life. If and 
when I want to. And all without leaving this chair. Match that!! 

SPENCER 	  Ever had a job? 

SCOTT       	 God. Always the same! 

SPENCER & STEVE     Have you ever had a job? 

SCOTT      	  No, I've never had a job. Does that make a difference? Am I a lesser person for not clocking 
on in the morning. 

SPENCER  	 No. 

STEVE       	 Would you like a job? 

SCOTT       	 Don't know. 

STEVE       	 Do you desire to know that satisfaction? 

SCOTT       	 Don't know. 

STEVE       	 The satisfaction of earning a living. To earn living. The satisfaction of living off the produce of 
one's own efforts. 

SCOTT       	 I don't bleeding know! 

STEVE       	 The pleasure of having a genuine reason for putting one's smellies up at the end of a hard day 
and spending a Typhoo moment listening to the buzzing behind your eyes. 

SCOTT      	 Sounds awful. 

STEVE       	  Sitting in the local and feeling I deserve to be sitting here. I could sit at any of these tables 
and deserve to be sitting there. People could buy me a drink and I'd deserve to quench my 
thirst in long steady gulps. 

SPENCER & STEVE      AAHHH!!! 

SPENCER   	 Scott, you know that endless empty superfluous feeling, the one in the depths of your gut? 
When you go to bed thinking tomorrow, tomorrow is a new day, we'll have moved on a step 
further, we'll have placed one more brick in the building of our future. And it will all have been 
done without me. Ill be of as little use as I was today. 

STEVE       	 Do you mind being the new illegitimate? 

SPENCER   	 Would you like to have a job, Scott? 

SCOTT       	 I'd love to have a job. 

SPENCER & STEVE     Tough. Innit? 
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TRACK CLAP 

(Gentle rhythmic clapping on stage) 

SPENCER (at microphone) 

Ladies and gentlemen, the first time I heard about this show was when I was out with a Spanish 
friend of ours called Juani. Because of all the noise that was going on, and also because of his 
accent, for several months after I believed the show was called 'Clap' and that it was about 
different aspects of clapping. 

SFX JUANI PRE-RECORDED VOICE     'The new show is called 'Clap'. It's about different aspects of clapping'. 

SPENCER  	 This, then, is the clapping scene. 

TRACK  THE CLAPPING SCENE 

Burst of flamenco music. Club music. Stylised clapping scene.(Music: Michael Nyman: The Upside Down 
Violin III: Faster Still) 

TRACK  THE QUESTION 

KORINA (at microphone) 

When I was little, whenever I'd been naughty, instead of getting a good hiding, my dad would 
sit me down and he'd sit down in front of me and tell me how disappointed he was in me. 
(Pause) And then he'd cry. (Pause) I always feel responsible for older people. I put up a front. 
Especially when they're not coping too well. When they're just so fragile. Have you noticed the 
panic in their eyes? When at any moment you might ask them a question about themselves? 
Not their house. Not the car. Or the job or the new diningroom furniture or last night's 
television. (Whispers imploringly. Fragile.) "Don't ask me. Not that question. Please. Don't. I 
haven't looked there for ages. There may...not...be...anything... there...anymore". 

(Taps heartbeat on the microphone. Light comes up on one person dancing frantically. Heartbeat 
becomes BPM beat.) 

TRACK NEW JERUSALEM 
Music: Patrick Doyle: Henry V soundtrack - St Crispin’s Day Speech 

CARINA & LUCY 

New Jerusalem 
land of green, of strength, of pride 
such majesty lies cradled between your hills 
such fine upstanding outstanding bliss 
to be born British 
let the imperial traitors turn their backs on you 
they can never take your lionheart 
they will never take your breeding 
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they could never match your blood and lineage 
they will never forget their master 
they will always regret the loss 
for you, yes you, each of you an Arthur, a Boadicea 
you can stand before the world 
at the helm of civilisation 
look fondly to your ancestry 
and thank them for your freedom 
let the heathens and savages and french people mock your anal passage 
through hazy summers of 76 you can cherish your warm beer and look fondly to 
your maids on bikes 
hear the bells in the foldy distance 
sip at ye olde worlde teas 
call the nurse for assistance 
gorge yourselves on carrots and peas 
from rocking chair there are roses to water 
there is history to hide 
there are pagans to slaughter 
there's a servant to chide 
from your place in the conservatory 
you can still hang the perverts in great detail 
because the sun tells you to 
in great detail 
and you'll castrate the paedophiles 
while you squeeze me into uniform 
and imagine me freckled 
my body emaciated lubricated and fourteen 
bemoan our abstention 
we have only you to vote for 
in different shades of hypocrisy 
a choice a voice of sellout and greed 
we learn from your great white politics 
the hot air you so easily blow in our face 
how would we breath with our lungs perforated and black 
or let off steam in the back of a police van 
we were born to generate 
we are the embodiment of generation 
gen-e-ra-tion 
like you before us 
then we'd prefer to remain silent 
instead of hiding our true face of shame 
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from our asthmatic offspring when it's too late 
what price? 
how cheap? 
were you shafted at Christmas? 
or did you hold out till the sales? 
remaindered and moth-ridden 
you have nothing but decay to show for yourselves 
and expect us to care for you in your wisdom 
when denied has been any opportunity to learn 
how to look after anybody other than ourselves 
Jack 

TRACK  ANARCHY SUBVERSION (Physical)  

Music: Mix of White Zombie (More Human Than Human), Queen (then Princess) Elizabeth (1940 
Children’s Hour speech), Everything But The Girl (Love is Strange) 

TRACK 26 SCOTT'S "Criminal music".  

Sabotaged by STEVE & LUCY ARGUMENT; Music: Chemical Brothers - Song to the Siren 

TRACK ANSAPHONE Physical sequence. 

Soundtrack: Answer machine message 1: SFX Kate Lonergan. Music: Simon Fisher Turner “I Love You More 
Than My Eyes” (Caravaggio soundtrack) 

KATE	 Hi Spence, it's me. Just to let you know I'm safe. You probably know where I am, so if... don't                   
come and see me, though. Mam says hello. The car was rattling again. I tried what you said. 
Take care, poppet  

	 (pause, phone goes dead)                            

	 Answer machine message 2: 

KATE	 Hi, it's Kate again. Dad's fixed the rattling so no need to worry.                    

Only took him two minutes. Loose bolt or something. It's about...oh, I've left my watch...just had 
a nice shower. Do you think you could let people know where I am. Korina will be round to pick 
up my post. I'm sorry Spence. I really sorry. It's the only thing I could do. 

	 	 (Long pause. Dead) 

	 Answer machine message 3: 

LUCY	 Hi, honeys. Look, I'm in the middle of a show right now so I’m keeping it short. I'll pick you up                  
later so we can miss the queues, right? Spence, can you get me a few tabs. Ta. Hope you're 
well, an' I'll speak to you...Aw, fuck, I'm bleeding again.  

	 (Phone goes dead.)                             
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	 Answer machine message 4: 

KATE	 Are you there, Spence? Pick up the phone, will ye? (Pause) Come on, pick up the phone. I                   
know you're there. Spencer? I just want to know you're alright I couldn't do anything else. You 
know that. Pick up the phone, will ye? It was the only way I could make things better. For both 
of us. I mean, when was the last time we spoke to each other? Talked. I mean, can you 
remember? Can you remember what it was like to talk to me? To tell me how you feel. Tell me I 
look. Or what I should wear. Or who scored the hat-trick or that Taggart is a nerd. You never tell 
me how much you enjoyed dinner or sex or my company. Or how much you don't. I don't 
know. I'm feeling just a little bit left out of it all. I mean I don't feel part of any of it. For Godsake 
Spence, you're married to the telly. You're married to it, you make love to it, make love through it 
every night. You tune in to whatever you need acording to BBC or ITV. I can’t compete. How 
can I compete? How can I compete with Helen Mirren when she has better lines. Or Sharon 
Stone with her bigger tits. I'm resigned to them all having faster cars and tighter skirts and they 
can all take you on rollercoaster rides further and higher and lower than any of us could offer 
you. But can't you see I'm real. I'm real and I'm here and I'm talking to you and not to Roger 
Moore or Roger Rabbit. For Christ sake it's flesh and blood bloody Kate, remember? I have 
hangovers and periods and good days and bad days. And you did your back in carrying me up 
three flights of stairs and couldn't move for days. I bruise and I bleed. And I've lost weight and 
waxed my body and grown my hait and queued for sunbeds. I've stopped saying fuck and 
drinking pints and I've denounced my parents and my friends, but for godsake... I can't keep 
up. I can't keep your attention when the latest best thing since last week is coming through in 
technocolour. If you could only see me in a wide-screen version, I...it's flesh and blood, Spence. 
Remember when we'd talk about consuming passion. Now all we have left is a passion to 
consume passion. Not even our own. Other peoples. We haven't even got our own passion to 
consume. This is the closest I've come to talking to you for agaes. For christsake, this is the only 
place I can now. Isn't that stupid? That this is the only place where there's no tv interference or 
fridge buzzing in the background or your mates phoning you up to ask you out or neighbours 
banging on the walls if we get upset or drop something. The only place we've spoken our 
minds has been down the White Rose when we're too pissed not to make it into a public 
debate. It shouldn't be like that. Me trailing behind you and your mates down the street 
screaming hell and blue murder. We don't even make up anymore. We're resigned to being 
thrown together. For our sins. The way we are. What do you know about me that the rest of 
your friends couldn't tell you? We were special, Spence. We toasted each other with tea when 
we couldn't afford bacardi. We called in sick when it was sunny so we could go to the beach. 
I've never called in sick. The first meal you ever cooked was for me. And I ate it. Down to the 
last burnt bean. Down to the last soggy cauliflower. By the way there's chicken and veg in the 
freezer. Make sure you take it out for tomorrow. I left some gravy in the tupperware. Just warm it 
up. I mean, Spence, do you know what I'm trying to say? Aw just forget I said anything, there's 
(Rewind)... Aw, just forget I said..(Rewind) ...forget I said anything, there's (Rewind) anything, 
there's no point (Rewind) ...tupperware. Just warm it up. I mean, 

Spence, do you know what I'm trying to say? Aw, forget I said.. (Stop) 

TRACK  SCOTT'S "Criminal Music".               
Speech variations mic/stage. 
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TRACK  ON ENTERING THE CLUB (Physical)               

TRACK  CLUB MOVEMENT (Physical)               

TRACK TOILET SCENE               

(Physical scene winds down to the toilets. Boxing ring. SPENCER sits as boxer biting his nails. STEVE and 
SCOTT wipe his face down.) 

SC&ST	 Ding ding!                    

SPENCER	 She is great!            

SCOTT	 Here you go.                  

STEVE	 You're in there lad.                  

SCOTT	 A few more moves.                  

STEVE	 A few more pints.                   

SCOTT & STEVE A few more fanny clutching slips of the tongue. 

SPENCER	 Swings of the hip.            

SCOTT	 And she's yours.                 

SPENCER	 Mine.             

STEVE	 Mine.                     

ALL 3	 MTNE!                          

SCOTT	 Eyes down!                   

STEVE	 All rise!                    

	 (They stand to piss)                             

LUCY	 (Lets out massive wail)                    

CARINA     	 The bastard!          

KORINA     	 Who does he think he is?!          

LUCY	 Treating me like filth.                       

CARINA     	 He gave you his word.           

KORINA    	 He gave you his number.           

LUCY	 I gave him my knickers.                    
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KORINA & CARINA     You gave him your knickers for christ sake! 

CARINA     	 Time out!           

KORINA & CARINA     We need to go. 

KORINA    	 Bladder cramp.          

CARINA     	 A queue from here to payday.          

LUCY	 Bursting.                       

KORINA     	 Suffering.          

CARINA    	 Torture.           

LUCY	 Miss dandruff coldsore trying to scab your brush and lipstick.                   

KORINA & CARINA     Not for lepers! 

LUCY	 Cheek!                      

KORINA     	 Try jumping the queue.          

CARINA & LUCY      Just make my day. 

LUCY                   	 Ever had your face combed with a steel brush?!     

CARINA	 Try fishing a stiletto heel from your eye.                

KORINA	 So no pushing in.               

ALL	 And no more than four to a cubicle!                        

STEVE	 Six rows of bouncers deep and we're getting a bit worried.                   

SCOTT	 Standing room only.                  

SPENCER	 Hanging on in there.             

SCOTT	 Heart patient coming through!                  

SPENCER	 There's a gap.            

SCOTT	 Six feet and three mobsters away.                  

STEVE	 42 degrees north.                   

SCOTT & SPENCER     3 inches of cattle-free trough. 

STEVE	 Paradise found.                   
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SPENCER	 Precision shooting though.            

STEVE	 Never mind the pint glass standing in the gutter.                  

SCOTT	 Desperation wins out.                  

STEVE	 Undo fly.                   

SPENCER	 Untie the knot.            

SCOTT & SPENCER     Aim and 

ALL	 FIRE!                            

STEVE	 Is that my drink?                   

CARINA	 Is that my bag?                

KORINA & LUCY	says Carina.  

LUCY	 As she whips out her                   

KORINA    	  give-me-one kneelengths           

LUCY	 size 6 mini                     

KORINA    	 wonderbra         

LUCY	 and her excuse for panties.                   

LUCY & KORINA	Let the games commence!  

CARINA     	 No time to change before I came out,         

LUCY	 she lies.                    

LUCY & KORINA	    Her parents in ignorant bliss.  

CARINA     	 They'd kill me. If my mama saw mw like this.          

KORINA & LUCY	    She's so proud of their little pre-pube.  

SPENCER  	 Prize bullock stud, 6 ft 7 hunter gatherer.        

SCOTT       	 Chiselled features.        

STEVE        	 Sense of humour         

SCOTT & SPENCER     King of the swingers. 

STEVE        	 By 4 or 5 inches.         
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ALL 3	 Obviously we're not talking about ourselves.                    

SPENCER  	 Prize bullock stud.        

SPENCER & SCOTT     Biggest dick at the table. 

SCOTT       	 Stands knee-deep in vomit corner.         

STEVE & SPENCER     That's just so attractive! 

STEVE       	 Singing to himself as he pisses down a leg, not his own.          

SCOTT       	 The bitch gave me her knickers, the bitch!         

SPENCER  	 The three midgets standing at the other end of the trough.         

ALL 3	 Obviously we're not.. .talking...                    

SPENCER & SCOTT     The three midgets standing at the other end of the trough prepare for High Noon. 

STEVE        	 Sizing eachother up out of the corner of their eyes.         

SCOTT & STEVE		 One pulls the short straw. 

SCOTT & SPENCER     Poof!! 

STEVE       	 In the ladies corner another contest is being decided.         

KORTNA     	 Snogs?          

CARINA & LUCY		 Three!  

KORTNA    	 Gropes?         

CARINA & LUCY		 Seven! 

KORTNA    	 Pinches?         

CARINA & LUCY		 Four! 

KORTNA    	 Telephone numbers?          

CARINA     	 Six!          

KORTNA    	 Lucy?          

LUCY	 (whispers) Four.                   

KORINA    	  Pardon?           

LUCY	 Four.                      

	 (KORINA & CARINA slap hands. STEVE walks into girls' area)                             
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STEVE       	 Aw, shit.         

	 (The girls whistle and scream.  STEVE frog-marched away by SCOTT & SPENCER)                         

SCOTT & SPENCER     Outside the loos another Alamo in the mating game. 

(STEVE & SPENCER start dealing and taking drugs. CARINA & LUCY fix each other's make-up.) 

SCOTT       	 Korina! I love you Korina!         

KORINA     	 Scott! You're a prick! D'ye hear?!          

SCOTT       	 I know you're in there!         

KORINA    	 Come out if you dare!          

SCOTT       	 Finish your wazzing and marry me!          

KORINA     	 You dickless squirm!          

SCOTT       	 I know you care!         

KORINA     	 You braindead catshit!          

	 (LUCY starts shaking uncontrollably. CARINA starts helping her)                            

SCOTT & KORINA       Go on, show yourself. Come to my arms.. 

KORINA    	 If you've got the balls! Once I've done with you..          

SCOTT & KORINA        . .life won't be worth living.. 

SCOTT       	 ..without you.         

KORINA    	 And your mother's a son of a bitch.          

SCOTT       	 Twinkle toes! Answer me. Or what's your sister's number then?! 'Cos 1 love her too! I do!          

	 (KORINA is trying to steady LUCY)                             

CARINA     	 Scott, shut up.          

SCOTT       	 There's only one you, Korina. And only one of your sister as well.         

CARINA     	 Scott, shut up!          

SCOTT      	 I mean..          

CARINA     	 Shut up, will ye!! Lucy? Come on, Luc'. Come on, you're alright. Lucy, don't do this. Come on,          
	 look at me. No over here, look at me!                             

	 (All gather to watch LUCY OD-ing. Music: Ennio Morricone - Man with Harmonica. LUCY is                             
	 shaking uncontrollably now)                             
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CARINA     	 Somebody go and get someone. Go on. Do something. Lucy, calm down now. You're all right,         
you're going to be all right. Will you stop gawking and do something! 

(Except for SPENCER, all move in to calm her down. SPENCER Just looks on. As LUCY collapses, all 
support her. CARINA becomes hysterical, crying.) 

CARINA     Come on now. Don't leave us now. Stay with me. Let's go and chat up some blokes. Come on let's 
get a drink. Will someone go and get somebody. Please! Phone somebody. Get a doctor or something. 
Please!!!!! 

(Freeze. LUCY stands up and walks over to the microphone. Music fades.) 

TRACK GIVE ME WATER              

LUCY	 (quietly through microphone) Get me some water. Please. Just give me something cool.                   
Anything. Please. Hurry. Can't you see, I'm bleeding. I'm burning. Can't you hear my blood. 
Boiling. It's so hot. I'm bleeding away. Can't you do something? It's swallowing me up. God, I'm 
so thirsty. Switch the lights back on. Who switched the lights off? It's a rollercoaster. I'm going 
underground. You're burying me. Don't do that. Please don't send me underground. You're 
forcing us into a minefield underground. Six feet deep. And we're bleeding. We're anorexic. 
We've Aids. We're suicidal. Disheartened. Disillusioned. Disowned. Numb. We're going. Gone. 

(LUCY leaves mic, takes position again amongst the rest. All let out long breath.) 

(SFX LUCY's voice prerecorded) 

LUCY	 Outside this space this space where people meet in union vows and password codes                  
inscrutable modes of wink and nudge... .(etc) 

TRACK EXHAUSTION SCENE (Physical)                
Performers repeatedly throw themselves to the floor until they can barely get up anymore. 

End of show
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